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Distribution of Public Warehouses in Japan — A Note 
      on  Areal Change of Distribution Activity 
                 Shigeru NAKAGAWA
    Since 1955, the development ofnational economy has brought a mass-produc-
tion and mass-consumption age, and under the influence of this economic situation, 
the circulation of goods has brought about an innovention in accordance with the 
change of transport structure. Goods  generally go through various and complex 
circulation processes between makers and consumers. In the case of physical 
distribution, goods pass through many establishments in the processes of transport, 
storage, packing, loading and  informations. 
    In recent years, makers,wholesale  dealers and trading firms are more and 
more necessitated to rationalize stock management and reduce expenses of storage 
and transport. As a result of these the innovention of circulation system and 
physical distribution is rapidly in progress. Such changes have affected the 
distribution function in itself, as well as areal character concerning distribution 
 activities. 
   The author analyses the areal change of the distribution function and the 
factor of its development. This report is, taking an example of warehousing, one 
of these analyses on prefectural level, and is a note  for further detailed and 
positive studies. 
   Warehousing is classified into public and private operation forms. Public 
warehousing is subdivided into general merchandise warehousing for storage of 
general merchandise, refrigerated warehousing for storage of perishable foods and 
timber-pond warehousing.') Concerning these warehousing statistic data of 
operation are available,  but in regard to private warehousing we find it more 
difficult to grasp its actual situations. Therefore the author mainly discusses in 
this paper, on the general merchandise warehousing facilities. 
   I Outline of Warehousing 
   Since there is a time lag more or less between production and consumption 
goods, it is necessary to adjust to the time lag in distribution process, at the same 
  1) Besides the public warehousing, there are semi-public warehousing such as 
      agricultural warehousing controlled by Agricultural Warehousing Act, and various 
      cooporative association warehousing controlled by Cooporative AssociationAct.
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time someone had to protect goods from damage and injury. A warehouse 
essentially functions as a time adjustment, however, as a result of development of 
economy and technology, a warehouse came to have many functions in addition to 
storage, and its building structure, equipments, operation system and location site 
are changing rapidly. 
    The origin of warehousing in this country is "Kurayashiki" in the Edo period, 
which were established at political and economic enters in order to store rice. 
After Meiji  Restolation it makes  an offer for storage function in public. Therefore, 
in early days werehouses were located in the city centers of Tokyo and Osaka. 
After World War  I, the development of shipping industry was caused by Japan's 
advance into the world market, and warehousing was brought into close relation 
with harbour transport business, and it was promoted to construct wharf warehouses 
in cities with large harbours, for example Tokyo, Osaka, Yokohama, Kobe and 
Nagoya. In short, before World War II warehouses were classified into two 
types and both functioned for the price adjustment of demand and supply of goods. 
The warehouses of the first type were located in large cities with harbours to store 
imported goods and staple foods as city warehouses and wharf warehouses, those 
of the second type were located in agricultural producing areas. After World War 
II especially, the increase of home consumption has brought about the deversity of 
stored goods and changed from static to dynamic function with many facilities for 
distribution of goods. 
   Table 1 indicates the change of public warehouses by number of establish-
ments. In the last ten years, the public warehouses increased by about one and half 
times and the private  warehouses2) largely increased in the whole country. From 
such trends we can infer that warehouses became an important facility for distribu-
tion activities. In the case of general merchandise warehouses, since 1960 the rate 
of increase in floor space of warehouses i smaller than the rate of increase in new 
storage and stocks, therefore it causes an unbalance between storage capacity and 
demand for storage (Figure 1).
   II Distribution of Public Warehouses 
   Quantity and kinds of goodsstored in warehouses, that is to say the scale and 
facility of warehouses, are ultimately determined by the quantity and kinds of 
national production and imports, and distribution of warehouses is controlled by the 
relation between production and consumption and by the circulation system among 
  2) In this paper, the author indicates only private warehouses recorded on the  establi-
      shment census. Such are the warehouses with full-time operators of warehousing besides 
      workers of principal business.
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1957
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Establishments 
     1963
    1575  (87.3)  96 
   [100] 
     217 (12.0) 
   [100] 
      11  (  0.7) 
   F100] 
    1803  (W0.0)
Private 
 warehouse
  
[100]
1034 
[100]
 1455  (84.9)  96 
 [92.4] 
  245 (14.3) 
 [112.9] 
   14 ( 0.8) 
[127.3] 
 1714 (100.0) 
 [95.1]
 1774 
[171.6]
 2009  (84.2)  96 
 [127.6] 
  347 (14.6) 
[159.9] 
  28 ( 1.2) 
[254.5] 
 2384 (100.0) 
[132.2]
    1966 
 2506  (82.7)  96 
[159.1] 
  505 (16.7) 
[232.7] 
   18  ( 0.6) 
[163.6] 
 3029 (100.0) 
[167.9]
 2948 
[285.1]
 4713 
 [455.8]
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   (1) Warehousing establishments 
   Table 2 indicatesthat a large number of establishments are in prefectures 
with large harbours and consumer areas, and those that come next in number are 
prefectures with cities of "district  centers".3) In the case of all warehousing, six 
prefectures with cities which have populations above a million, namely Tokyo, 
Osaka, Aichi, Kanagawa, Hyogo and Kyoto occupy 48.3% of total establishments 
and 65.3% of total engaged persons. In the total of large ten prefectures, these 
rates amount to  68.5% and 82.5% respectively. In the general merchandise 
warehousing, the rates of concentration i to these prefectures are higher than the 
 Table 2 The  number of warehousing establishments i  10 large prefectures.
rank
 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10
Prefecture
  Number of 
   all public
 warehousing 
establishments 
    in 1966
 TOkyO 
Osaka 
 Kanagawa 
 HyOgo 
Aichi 
 HokkaidO 
Fukuoka 
Shizuoka 
Hiroshima 
 KyOtO
     96 
430 (14.2) 
410 (13.5) 
207 ( 6.8) 
150 ( 5.0) 
216 ( 7.1) 
225 ( 7.4) 
162 ( 5.3) 
114 ( 3.8) 
72 ( 2.4) 
39 ( 1.3)
  Number of 
   general 
 merchandise 
 warehousing 
establishments 
  in 1966
  376 (15.0) 
  371 (14.8) 
  191 ( 7.6) 
  121 ( 4.8) 
  195 ( 7.8) 
  179 ( 7.1) 
  152 ( 6.1) 
   65 ( 2.6) 
   55  ( 2.2) 
   27 ( 1.1)
 Number of 
  private 
 warehousing 
 establishments 
  in 1966
       96 
 1,043  (22.1) 
  669 (14.2) 
  193 ( 4.1) 
  188 ( 4.0) 
  468 ( 9.9) 
  310 ( 6.6) 
  259 ( 5.5) 
  100 ( 2.1) 
  120 ( 2.5) 
   99  ( 2.1)
Floor space 
 in 1967 
 (1,000m2)
 1,281 (51.1)
       96 
 1,249.7(14.9)  
1  .162.9  (13.9) 
 922.8  (11.0) 
 759.6( 9.1) 
 658.2(  7.9). 
 604.4( 7.2) 
 471.8( 5.6) 
  254.2(  3.0)1 
 179  .2  ( 2.1)1 
   146.0( 1.7)
Sub-total of 
 six large 
 prefectures
Sub-total of 
 prefectures by 
 ranked tenth
 1,462 (48.3)
 2,074 (68.5)
Total 3,029 (100.0)
 2,660 (56.4)
 1,787 
- -- 
2,506
(71.3)  3,449
(100.0)  4,713
(73.1) 
(100.0)
  Value of 
    new
; storage 
  in 1967 
 (100 million 
yen) 
      96 
 12,758  (20.3) 
 11,009  (17.5) 
 8,753  (13.9) 
 4,864( 7.7) 
 5,463(8.7) 
 2,372(3.8) 
 3,195(5.1) 
 1,788( 2.9) 
 1,025(1.6) 
 1,107(1.8)
 4,899,2  (58. 45 5)
 6,408.8 (76.4)
8,378.4 
 (100.0)
 231  (72.0)
.^
 52,586 (83.7)
62,802 
    (100.0)
  Source: 1966 Establishmets census of Japan Vol. 4, Prefectures (46 parts),  Bureau of 
          Statistics. Office of the Prime Minister. 
3) The author defines the cities of "district  center" as the central cities with large 
   central functions over broad regions beyond the prefectures, and these cities are 
   regional nuclei of various national projects such as New Railway Trunk Line Project 
   and Plan for Highway Trunk Line Network in Land Development,
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rate of all warehousing and the rates of private warehousing contains three quarters 
of total. For a whole country, 81.9% of total warehousing establishments are 
concentrated into cities. 
   According to the distribution of warehousing establishments by population 
size of DID of city, six cities more than a million inhabitants amount to 41.2% of 
total. In Tokyo alone there are about a quarter of total. Including cities with 
more than 200,000 inhabitants, the number of warehousing establishments amounts 
to 57.0% of total (Table 3). These cities except "million cities" with populations 
above a million such as Tokyo and Osaka, are  "district centers" concentrated into 
facilities for distribution activities, for instance Sapporo, Sendai, Kanazawa, 
Takamatsu, Hiroshima and Fukuoka. On the other hand, there are many 
establishments in the cities sited around "million cities", for example Toyonaka, 
Moriguchi and Fuse to the east of Osaka. These cities are located at the nodal 
point of road  traffic and warehouses have been constructed in recent years (Figure 2). 
            Table 3 Distribution of warehousing establishments by city  size,
City size by 
 D  ID'  s 
population
 Number of 
establishments
 Over
1,000,000
500,000 
     1,000,000
 200,000 
 --500,000
 100,000 
 --200,000
50,000
 --1000,000
20,000 
Total
 --50,000
National Total
3185  (41.2)  96
439 ( 5.7)
785 (10.1)
962 (12.4)
542 ( 7.0)
426 ( 5.5)
6,338 (81.9)
7,742 (100.0)
Main  cities  (number of establishments)
 1,  Tokyo  (1396)  , 2,  Osaka  (742)  , 3. Nagoya 
 (520),  4, Yokohama  (235),  5.  Kobe  (186)  , 
6,  Kyoto  (106)
 7,  Fukuoka  (186)  , 8,  Sapporo  (174), 
9. Kawasaki (79)
 10. Hiroshima  (101),  11. Kanazawa  (83)  , 
 12,  Sendai  (78)  . 13,  Niigata  (65), 14. Hakodate 
 (37)  , 15. Amagasaki  (34), 16. Sakai  (33)  , 17. 
Kumamoto  (33),  18.  Toyonaka (32)
19, Otaru (66), 20.  Fukui  (59),  21,  Shimizu  (45)  , 
 22, Asahikawa  (44)  , 23, Takamatsu  (42)  ,  24, 
Hamamatsu (39),  25.  Kasugai  (35),  26, Himeji 
(34),  27. Akita (30),  28.  Shizuoka  (30),  29. 
Shimonoseki (30), 30. Matsuyama (30)
 1 The number of establishments is less 
 than 30 in each city
 Source:  1966 
Office
Establishment census of 
of the Prime Minister.
Japan, Vol. 3, All cities, Bureau of Statistics,
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10 establish-
   (2) Floor space for storage 
   Floor space of warehouses corresponds to the production facilities in manu-
facturing, therefore it may safely be said that rise and fall of floor space directly 
reflect prosperity and decline of warehousing. Figure 3 shows the change of 
distribution of floor space and new storage by prefecture. Since 1960, the floor 
space rapidly increased, however, the trends of increase are different by each 
prefecture. As is indicated in Table 4, the floor space shows a steady concentration 
into several prefectures, but it shows a falling tendency in proportion to the total 
of nation in prefectures with  "million cities". On the other hand, prefectures with 
cities of "district centers" and areas adjacent o main highway interchanges have 
higher rate of increase.
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   From the view point of bring-in, i  i  l r t eral rchandise ware-
housing is concentrated into cities  with large central functions. While there are 
areas in which the merchandise warehousing increased, there are also some 
prefectures showing decrease in floor space along the coast of the Japan Sea and in 
Central Japan. In this area the rate of increase of new storage is lower than natio-
nal average. As the reason of decrease it is pointed out that there was a radical 
 dicline of needs to store rice and other agricultural products.
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Change of floor space and value of new storage in general merchandise warehouses
Year
1955 
1960 
1965 
1967
Floor space  (1000m2)
National 10 large prefectures 
 total
 5263.7 
5451.0 
7438.0 
8378.4
3682.1 
3998.1 
5647.8 
6408.8
 70.4% 
74.0 
76.0 
76.4
Value of new  storage  (100 million yen)
National 
 total
I
14354 
25890 
47426 
62802
10 large prefectures
12069 
 2  2444 
39303 
 5  2586
 84.1% 
86.7 
82.9 
83.7
    Source: Monthly Statistics of  Warehouses in Japan, Ministry of Transportation. 
   Figure 4 shows the distribution of floor space by administrative unit in Tohoku 
district where there are both increasing and decreasing areas. Sendai is the 
largest city in Tohoku with regard to warehousing activity and holds about 
145,000 m2 of floor space. The prefectural capital cities and harbour cities also 
hold much floor space. The  exampls of the former are Morioka, Yamagata and 
Fukushima and those of the latter are  Shiogarna and Hachinohe. Aomori and 
Akita have both central and harbour characters. On the other hand, warehouses 
dispersed in inland areas, except Koriyama, are mainly used for storage of rice and 
are still in use. Warehouses in Sendai and Koriyama are typical "distribution or 
 depodit warehouses" explained in the next chapter. 
   According to the distribution of warehouses and their changing trend, the 
author may classify the distribution areas of warehouses into following three 
categories: metropolitan areas and their environs, cities as  "district centers" and 
those in highway interchange areas.
   HI Some Characters of Warehousing Areas 
   (1) The change of location and its factors 
   As the author mentioned in the foregoing chapter, the character of warehouses 
is different by location. The author is going to discuss on the location change of 
general merchandise warehouses and the factors causing the change taking examples 
of three warehousing areas classified above. 
   i) Metropolitan areas and their environs 
   Areas of this category are Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya, Kobe, Yokohama and their 
environs, and such are the areas with many consumers and large harbours. The 
rates of increase in floor space and new storage are higher than national average. 
In these areas warehouses are classified into three types on bases of their  location: 
such are city warehouses, wharf warehouses and suburban warehouses. City
 Pig. 4
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warehouses are such where the consumer goods for citizen are stored. Warehouses 
of this  type are located in the center of cities, but owing to traffic confusion, 
transport of stored goods is inconvenient, while the expansion of floor space is 
prevented by fast rising of land value. In addition to above conditions, loading of 
stored goods at warehouses along waterways is hindered by high embankments const-
ructed to cope with ground depresions. Besides uch external factors, inadequacy 
and deterioration of equipments of the warehouses are the factors that prevent 
the warehouses from satisfying the increasing demand for storage. 
   In order to break the deadlock pointed above and to meet new demand 
for warehouses, so-called "distribution warehouses", are established in suburbs 
along the trunk highways. These warehouses are possessed of functions such as 
adjustment of redistribution, packing, carrying of goods and even the processing 
of goods. In these places warehouses form distribution centers connected with 
truck terminals, wholesale states and various markets. At present it is planned to 
establish such distribution centers in the suburbs of many cities, for instance, to 
the east of Osaka city and to the north of Tokyo. 
   ii) Cities of "district centers" 
    In this area, a warehouse not only functions to store consumption goods for 
citizen but also functions as an intermediate point to redistribution for its hinter-
land. This type of warehouses has rapidly increased with expansion of their 
function from local distribution  activity to the activity on district or national scale. 
Prefectures with these cities show the highest rates in the increased of floor space 
and new storage, especially in Miyagi, floor space was nearly doubled during 1955 
to 1967 and new storage increased by twenty-eight imes in the same period. 
Owing to expansion of floor space and to cope with new demand in these cities, 
city warehouses moved from centers of the cities to their suburbs along the  trunk 
highways. Figure 5 shows the distribution of moved and new warehouses in 
Sendai city. Most of the warehouses are located in the vicinity of main highway 
in the eastern suburbs. The eastern region of Sendai s going to form a distribution 
center with Miyaginohara railway freight station, many truck terminals, wholesale 
market and a wholesale state. 
   iii) Highway interchange areas 
   With the advance of construction of the express highways, new warehouses are 
established in the neighbourhood of interchanges away from large cities. These 
warehouses have a character of terminal function like wharf warehouses in addition 
to their distribution function. The development of these warehouses intensified the 
importance of road transport as a location factor for the construction of more 
warehouses, and accelerated the entry of warehousing business into motor
           Distribution of Public Warehouses in Japan 
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freight transportation business or the side-warehousing business of motor freight 
transportation business.4) Now these warehouses are going to be constructed at 
main express highway interchanges. In Shiga prefecture, many terminal ware-
houses are constructed in the vicinity of Ritto interchange on Meishin Expressway, 
resulting  in a rapid increase of the floor space (See Figure 3). 
   (2) Areal differences ofstored goods 
   In recent years, main items of stored goods are changing from cereals to 
manufacturing products such as metal products, machinery and chemical products 
(Figure 6). Especially electrical household appliances and chemical fabric 
clothings remarkably increased in their proportion within total storage amount. 
These changes are reflected by high development of national economy and 
elevation of  national ife. 
   On the other hand, there are differences in the composition of stored goods by 
area. Figure 6 shows the  composition of stocks classified by  major commodity 
  4) In  1966, 37% of operators newly licensed for warehousing also manage the 
      transportation business.
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 Fig. 6 The composition of stored goods in main prefectures at the end of January 1960 
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group and its change by main prefecture at the end of January 1960 and 1965. 
The author points out several characters in this figure. The first character is that 
the change of composition of stored goods is greater in prefectures with "district 
centers" than in prefectures with "million cities", and we find the similarity in the 
composition of stored goods of Miyagi, Hiroshima and Fukuoka. The second 
character is that the proportion of cereals in stored goods remarkably decreased 
both in Miyagi, the producing area, and in Tokyo and Osaka which are large 
consuming areas. 
   These changes indicate that general merchandise warehouses are no more 
the storing places of agricultural products. Neither Miyagi nor Hiroshima is a 
main manufacturing region of metal products, machinery and chemical products, 
however, the storage of those goods occupies a large proportion of stored goods. 
Fukuoka is one of the main manufacturing regions in Japan, however, warehouses 
are almost concentrated into Fukuoka city away from Kita-Kyushu industrial
Fig. 7
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region. Consequently warehouses in  these prefectures are "distribution warehouses" 
as above mentioned. 
    In order to examine the relation between the production and uses of warehou-
ses, the author measured the location quotient of value of stocks by major 
commodity group.5) Figures 7-A  ti E show the location quotient of main 
commodity groups by prefecture. The location quotients of agricultural products, 
chemical products, textile products and foods and kindred products are indicated 
generally with high values in producing areas. In the case of textile products, the 
areas to which the stocks are concentrated can be classified into two groups. The 
first group is traditional textile manufacturing region such as Gunma, Ishikawa and 
Kyoto. The second group is Osaka and Aichi which contain the most important 
port concerning import of textile materials in Japan. In  these prefectures 
warehouses store both textile materials and textile products and still proceed mainly 
static function as storage places. On the other hand, location quotients of 
Miyagi, Saitama and Kagawa which are not the main machinery manufacturing 
regions do not indicate high values. This character clearly shows that warehouses 
in  these prefectures are "distribution warehouses" for machinery. 
   Summary 
   With the development of national economy, the circulation of goods have 
speedily changed and the innovention of circulation system and physical dis-
tribution are making a rapid progress. Warehousing, especially general merchan-
dise warehousing, is remarkably influenced by  these changes in the following ways. 
   (1) Warehousing establishments have been concentrated into large cities, 
especially "million cities" and cities of "district centers" in which distribution 
functions are concentrated. 
   (2) Floor space for storage and the quantity of stored goods have been rapidly 
increased since 1960, and the rate of increase is different by location area of 
warehouses. According to those increasing trends and distribution of warehouses, 
the distribution areas of warehouses are classified into three, that is metropolitan 
areas and their environs, cities of "district centers" and highway interchange 
areas. 
   (3) In whole country, warehouses increased their function not only for storage 
but also for transport, packing and so on. These warehouses are called "dis-
tribution warehouses" and going to be constructed at important places of road 
  5) The basic data used for the measurement of location quotient are different from 
     Figure 6, because the system of the classification of stored goods was changedfrom 
     April 1965.
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 traffic. 
   (4) "Distribution warehouses" store more manufacturing products than 
agricultural products, especially in cities of  "district centers", manufacturing 
products occupy a great part of total stored goods. 
   As was above mentioned, "distribution warehouses" are making rapid progress 
but the proportion to all warehouses are still small compared with wharf warehouses. 
However, this type of warehouses will more and more increase its importance and 
will develop in the cities of "district centers" and highway interchange areas.
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